Terms and Conditions of the SAA Global Education (NTUC) Scholarship

- Does not include Preparatory Course for Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA) Examination revision classes and tutorials
- Does not include any miscellaneous membership payment to ACCA (UK) and CAT(S) Ltd. (e.g. initial student membership registration fees, annual student membership subscription fees, exemption fees, examination fees, etc)
- Does not cover the course fees, course materials, textbooks and revision kits for any paper(s) re-enrolled should the student fail the examination
- Non-transferable
- Does not allow deferment of classes
- The scholar must pursue his studies leading to the ACCA or CAT qualification with SAA Global Education and is required to attend at least 95% of the course lectures. In the event of illness or other extenuating circumstances resulting in attendance of less than 95%, a medical certificate or an authorised letter justifying the reason will be required.
- For Preparatory Course for Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA) Examination, the scholar must complete the course within three years and for Preparatory Course for Certified Accounting Technician (CAT) Examination, within 1.5 years.
- The scholar must act as an SAA Global Education Ambassador
- Present in marketing activities as required
- Write testimonials
- Appear in SAA Global Education promotions and advertisements
- The scholar must adhere to all SAA Global Education and NTUC regulations and requirements.
- Should the recipient withdraw, discontinue from the sponsored programme, he/she will have to repay SAA Global Education the full course fees that has been disbursed at the prevailing rates.
- Union members must maintain their NTUC union membership status throughout the duration of the course or the scholarship will be immediately revoked.
- SAA Global Education shall review the recipient's performance at the end of each intake before the scholarship is renewed.
- Preparatory Course for Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA) Examination scholar should pass at least 2 out of 3 papers half-yearly and score at least 60 marks and above in all papers.
- Preparatory Course for Certified Accounting Technician (CAT) Examination scholar should score at least 80 marks for Introductory Level, 70 marks for Intermediate Level and 60 marks for Advanced Level.
- SAA Global Education and NTUC reserve the right to withdraw or suspend the scholarship at any time if, in its opinion, the recipient’s conduct or performance has not been satisfactory.
• SAA Global Education and NTUC reserve the right to amend the terms and conditions for awarding the scholarship at their sole discretion.

• The scholarship selection committee's decision will be final and no correspondence will be entertained.